In plants, one of the most understated developmental phenomena is that of straightness -a root will grow down, a petal will grow flat. A new mutant in Arabidopsis thaliana that displays twisting in petals and roots, at the organ and cell level, has been investigated. Strikingly, the twisting is always left-handed and is not due to underlying cytoskeletal skewing, as is the case in other known, phenotypically similar, mutants.
In plants, the presence of a cell wall surrounding each cell creates two physical constraints that are pivotal to understanding straightness -firstly, for a cell to grow, its wall must yield to pressure and the wall material can impact on growth direction. Secondly, the wall connects neighbouring cells such that directional information is not restricted to the individual cell. Layer on top of this a de-centralised organisation where cells are making their own decisions based on positional cues, and the straight and flat growth presented by plants is nothing short of astounding. So how does it work out so well? And what can we learn from when it goes wrong? In a study published in this issue of Current Biology, Saffer et al. describe a new twisting mutant in Arabidopsis that provides insight into how the cell wall matrix helps plants grow straight [1] .
The cell wall can provide directional information for growth through its material composition. Canonically, information for expansion direction is provided by the coordinated alignment of cellulose fibres within the cell wall. Such coordinated alignment means the wall will yield more in one direction than another when stressed by turgor pressure. First described in green algae by Paul Green, coordinated alignment of fibres around the width of a cell led to a restriction of growth in width, like 'hoops around a barrel' [2] . If a collection of cells presents roughly coordinated fibre alignment, the whole organ will exhibit directional growth. Of course, a cell is not a barrel, a fixed shape, but instead a growing and changing shape, and so it seems reasonable to hypothesise that the cell needs to continually be adding new, coordinated and aligned fibres into the growing wall to maintain directionality. This dynamic deposition is likely directed by cortical microtubules within the cell proper, akin to railroad tracks, upon which cellulose synthase complexes move [3] . Coordinated alignment of microtubules should yield coordinated alignment of cellulose fibres, and thus a directionally informative cell wall. There are a couple of complications to be considered: firstly, there are examples where microtubule alignment and cellulose alignment do not match (mor1 [4] ); and secondly, in an organ context, no cell exists in isolation and therefore directional information may be provided between neighbours and across tissues [5] .
The overwhelming majority of twisting mutants in Arabidopsis result from defects in microtubule alignment, as observed in the epidermis ( Figure 1 ; for a review see [6] ). In these cases, it has been hypothesised that skewed microtubule alignment leads to skewed fibre alignment, which finally results in celllevel twisting -when all cells are similarly skewed, an organ level twist will result. There are two exceptions to this in the literature: the mor1 mutant shows twisting without cellulose skewing [4, 7] and the spiral1-6 mutant twists without microtubule skewing. These two exceptions point to a more complicated system of 'straightness'. It is possible that in mor1, a temperature-inducible mutant phenotype, the wall prior to induction carried enough historical skewing to be effective. In the case of spr1-6, it is possible that the cortical cells provided the skewing information (Figure 1) . In both cases, it is also possible that we are being shown an alternative or supplementary mechanism for regulating growth direction beyond cellulose orientation.
Our most recent model of the cell wall carbohydrate structure (in Arabidopsis!) is as follows -cellulose fibres are connected to each other by a small number of intimate interactions with xyloglucans, and this network is embedded within, and connected to, a pectin gel matrix [8] . It is likely that the connections between cellulose and both pectin and hemicellulose are instructive to the material structure and require modification for its alteration.
The pectin matrix in Arabidopsis majorly comprises a simple pectin, homogalacturonan, but also contains its more complex cousins -the branched rhamanogalacturonans (type-I and -II) [9] . The mutant investigated in Saffer et al. contains a defective RHAMNOSE BIOSYNTHESIS1 (RHM1; rhm1-3) gene [1] . Its phenotype presents in a dramatic and beautiful way -petals that twist yielding a pin-wheel flower, petal epidermal cells that swirl reminiscent of soft-serve ice cream (lending the mutant the name dairy queen), roots that twist and skew consistently left, and root epidermal cells that arch and twist left. The phenotype is a consistent, and multi-level, left-handedness. Strikingly, root epidermal cells presented normal transversely oriented microtubule alignment, making dq/rhm1-3 another informative exception (Figure 1 ). When the authors examined other pectin-biosynthesis mutants they could conclude that available changes in homogalacturonan or RG-II did not result in handed twisting, leaving RG-I as the likely candidate molecule.
We know very little about the developmental role for rhamanogalacturonan-containing pectins. RGII cross-linking with boron is important for normal organ expansion in Arabidopsis [10] , for proper reproductive meristem development in maize [11, 12] , and for reproductive development in Nicotiana [13] . Reduction in the xylosation of RGII in Arabidopsis leads to severely reduced pollen tube growth and root elongation [14] . But what about RGI? Two mutants in rhm1 were isolated as suppressors of the mutant lxr1, whose primary phenotype is a severe defect in root hair elongation and integrity [15] . While defects in cell or organ straightness were not reported originally, Saffer et al. observed floral pin-wheeling in both alleles [1] . It is possible that the introduction of the lxr1 allele into the rhm1 background might supress twisting, an intriguing possibility given that LXR1 is a LRR-extensin protein with the potential to bridge apoplastic and symplastic compartments, potentially coordinating wall synthesis and structure during growth [15] . The complexity of RG biochemistry and the complexity of the cell wall as a whole may be daunting, but developmental genetics is slowly providing keen insight into the role of these interesting pectins.
It is worth revisiting one last time the idea that in an organ context the behaviour of one cell or tissue is not independentconnection through the cell wall to neighbouring cells means that directional information might be imposed by said neighbours when absent in any given cell. As a highly probable example, an apparently non-oriented epidermis might receive direction from an organised cortex. It is essential that information from subepidermal cells be gathered when possible: in spiral1-6 mutants, the epidermal microtubule arrays are transverse while twisting still occurs, although this appears to be due to an ecotype-specific modifier [16] . It is possible that in these plants the twist originates from deeper tissues. In the case of dq/rhm1-3, the cortical cells also presented transverse microtubule arrays indicating that twist was not originating from that tissue either (Figure 1) . It is still possible that microtubule skewing was occurring in deeper tissues whose imaging was not possible. However, it is also important to recall cases where microtubule alignment and cellulose alignment were independent (mor1 [4] ); for dq/rhm1-3, cellulose orientation is yet to be determined and may yet prove an important piece in the puzzle. (A) Canonical twisting mutants result from skewing of the microtubule cytoskeleton, leading to skewed cellulose fibre deposition and driving cell twisting during expansion. Possible interactions between cell layers may explain the contradictory data in spiral1-6. (B) The twisting mechanism in dairy queen/rhm1 does not involve microtubule skewing, but is driven by a change in the rhamanogalcturonan-I component in the cell wall matrix. In this mutant, cortex microtubules also display wild-type a alignment. Cell wall, brown; dq cell wall, orange; microtubules, green; white arrow indicates twist direction.
The organ phenotypes of dq/rhm1-3 likely arise from two different levels of growth -the coordinated growth between neighbouring cells in a tissue and the discordant growth between tissues within an organ. In the case of the root, growth direction within a tissue and between tissues is roughly maintained yielding a twisting root. Microtubule dynamics have recently been proposed as key co-ordinators of cell-cell growth in meristems [17] ; elegantly, it is possible that microtubules underlie both individual cell growth directions and coordination between neighbours. The twisting out of plane in petals that yields pin-wheel-type flowers might be caused by differential growth (or twisting) between the dorsal and ventral sides of the growing organ. Growth conflicts have recently been utilised to describe the more complex out-of-plane morphogenesis in Antirrhinum flower development [18] . It is plausible that more cellular twisting on the ventral side, as observed in dq/rhm1-3, would lead to whole organ twisting.
Finally, growth direction is a complex multi-scale process -from structural elements within the cell wall, cytoskeletal dynamics within a single cell, coordination between neighbouring cells and exchanges of directional information, and coordination across and through organs to ensure straightness and flatness (or to alter them when diversity in form is desired!). The physical properties of plants give rise to fascinating developmental constraints which we are still just beginning to understand, and struggling to keep straight ourselves.
